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Mickalene Thomas (b. 1971)
Interior: Yellow, Green and Blue Couch, 2018
Constructing visually sumptuous arrangements
on a grand scale, Mickalene Thomas has risen
to prominence by deftly mixing photography,
painting, and collage into a signature style full
of riotous patterns, subversive commentary,
and art historical tropes. A beautiful and daring
still-life, Interior: Yellow, Green and Blue Couch,
2018 marks an exhilarating variation from the
artist’s predominately portrait heavy oeuvre.
Pieced together domestic patterns create pictorial planes that cede into wallpaper
and furniture. The images and textures in the present work reference the early Pop
collages of Richard Hamilton with the Cubist compositions of Picasso. However,
once these elements and influences are brought together, Thomas presents a bold
image that embraces the colors and styles of the 1970s while remaining on the
cutting edge of contemporary practice.
"The ’70s are a part of my work, not necessarily because of nostalgia but because of
a recontextualizing process. I’m reinventing those experiences that I have no
memory of. I try to incorporate all these aspects of myself in my work: what I grew
up with, what I’m inspired by—textiles, African photography, Yoruban art, Cubism,
Matisse. How can I take the ingredients of who I am and put them into a painting?
What does that look like? What does that feel like? What’s the residue of that?" (M.
Thomas, quoted in S. Landers, “Mickalene Thomas by Sean Landers,” BOMB, July
1, 2011). Associating aspects of her past with objects and patterns, Thomas plays
with nostalgia in a way that challenges art historical mores without getting mired in
the past.
Using her own photographs and sketches as the basis for this composition, Thomas
photographed a custom-built living room set covered with various textiles and
fabrics. "Building these environments allows me to compose and really feel like I'm

entering the space," Thomas says. "It's looking at the photographic image and then
deconstructing that image maybe five more times, layering it, and playing with the
scale" (M. Thomas, quoted in G. Bruney, "Mickalene Thomas is Celebrating Our
Skin," Vice, May 4, 2016). Thomas creates a final work that fluctuates between two
and three dimensions by starting with a rendered space containing disparate
elements and then working it over with paint, and various collaged materials;
unifying these elements in the process.
After the shoot, she translates the image into a painting using unconventional
materials—such as rhinestones in Interior: Yellow, Green and Blue Couch. This
distinctive approach dates back to her time in art school when she could not always
afford oil or acrylic paints. She transformed this restriction into an opportunity to
experiment with other, non-traditional media. "I purchased my art supplies from
craft stores," Thomas elucidated. "The materials," such as felt, glitter, and yarn, "were
cheaper, and they also allowed me to experiment and play”.
This mixture of paint and object contributes to a collage effect that, on the one hand,
is reminiscent of the work of Henri Mattise and Romare Bearden and, on the other,
alludes to the universal appeal of 1970s kitsch. "Everyone had wood paneling in
their house, regardless of race, and everyone loves rhinestones," Thomas explained.
"These elements are not necessarily about the black experience; it's about the idea of
covering up, of dress up and makeup—of amplifying how we see ourselves. It's
beyond a black esthetic".
Similar paintings to Interior: Yellow, Green and Blue Couch can be found in museum
collections around the world, including Racquel: Come to Me, 2016, in the Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York, and Mickalene Thomas, Monet's Salle a Manger
Jaune, 2012, in The Brooklyn Museum.
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